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User Library Account & Library Services to Students

Books:
• 15 books for 15 days
  • 2 renew
  • 3 hold
• The Daily Late Charge: 25 Y. Kr. (Per Book)

Reserve Books
• For 2 hours
• The Late Charge Per Hour (Per Book)
Access to your library account
Surname and name may be written by using Turkish characters.

Student/Personnel ID number of the user should be written by inserting 2 in front of the number and 0 between 2 and the number until the number will be completed to 10 digits.
User Account

The informations about the books that the user has checked out.
Search in the Catalog - OPAC (Online Public Access Catalog)

It shows the bibliographic records, locations and conditions of the printed books, serials and the thesis that has been completed at METU.
The search can be made by selecting title, author, subject, call number or ISBN/ISSN number.

Information about the locations of publications.
Only the main library serials, or only the North Cyprus Campus collection or the entire collection can be searched.
OPAC

Advanced search can be made.
In the advanced search page you can search through title, author name or call number, ISBN/ISSN number options.

After writing keywords to the search box, you can make more confident search by selecting the available options from the menu.
You can access the printed sources by writing keywords.
You can access the printed sources by writing keywords.
OPAC – Searching by call number

- It holds the sources together which are similar in their subjects.
- It saves the effort and time in searching.
OPAC – Searching According to Call Number

ATTENTION!
Sources of our Library are classified according to the subject title of Library of Congress.

The fields that should be carefully noted in the search result list: location, call no, status.
By clicking “Course reserves” link you can access the Reserve books.
You can access the Reserve books in terms of the course code or the instructor’s name who gives that course.
Electronic Sources – E-Journals

Click this link in order to access the electronic journal collection.
Electronic Sources – E-Journals

- By writing title of the journal you can check whether the journal is available in our collection or not.
- You can see the electronic journals by clicking the letters.
- If you have the bibliographic record of an article, you can use the “Citation Linker” link in order to access the full-text.
- By selecting a subject category from the menu, you can see the electronic journals relating with that.
Click this link in order to access the lists of databases that we subscribe.
You should carefully read the rules before using the databases.

From this box, you can learn about the type, content, subject range and data range of the databases.

Click the title of the database that you want to use.
"You don’t have to worry about my future any more — I just downloaded an entire college education."
Literature Search – Web of Science

Write the keywords.
Click the “full-text” phrase in order to access the full-text of the article.
You can see your search result list by its subject.
There is no access to full-text of the source. The bibliographic record (title of the journal, year, volume, page, author) should be noted in order to access this source.
You can search in the serial collections of the Gazi, Bilkent, ULAKBİM, Hacettepe by writing title of the journal.
Access to the Journals Unavailable in METU Library - Sample

Information about the years and location of the journal.
Combined Search

It searches in the electronic journals, printed and electronic books, serials and thesis. It can be only used in the campus or outside of campus with netregister password.
The main page of combined search

You can determine the database to search or you can select all of them.
Combined Search

The classification of the searched articles according to their subjects.

Click title of the articles in order to access full-text.

Full-text filtering

Combined Search

The classification of the searched articles according to their subjects.

Click title of the articles in order to access full-text.
Combined Search – Downloading Articles

Click on the format link to access the full-text.
Combined Search – Downloading Articles

Save the PDF files by using this button.
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ABSTRACT
Total information access is extremely limited in Nepal and negligible in the rural areas. Only a very small fraction of the country’s residences, businesses, and institutions have access to telecommunication services. Due to the absence of infrastructure and basic services, such as roads, electricity, health care, and clean water, the value of telecommunication services is not perceived in some areas. In addition, the economic losses incurred by the government and private sector in the form of reduced business and services are not easy to measure. For these reasons, the government of Nepal has a national information and communications infrastructure strategy, which is being implemented through a number of projects. The project management of these projects is challenging due to the limited infrastructure and the lack of skilled manpower. The Information and Communication Technology Global Development Alliance (ICT Global) project presents an innovative case study of project management, which can help improve the effectiveness and efficiency of project management in developing countries. The project management approach used in the project is based on the principles of project management and emphasizes the importance of collaboration and communication. The project management approach used in the project is based on the principles of project management and emphasizes the importance of collaboration and communication. The project management approach used in the project is based on the principles of project management and emphasizes the importance of collaboration and communication. The project management approach used in the project is based on the principles of project management and emphasizes the importance of collaboration and communication. The project management approach used in the project is based on the principles of project management and emphasizes the importance of collaboration and communication. The project management approach used in the project is based on the principles of project management and emphasizes the importance of collaboration and communication. The project management approach used in the project is based on the principles of project management and emphasizes the importance of collaboration and communication. The project management approach used in the project is based on the principles of project management and emphasizes the importance of collaboration and communication.
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Ask-a-Librarian

Librarians are experts at helping people find information. If you have a question, try our Ask-a-Librarian form at link.

lib-hot-line@metu.edu.tr